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TEST 2 
1- Professor Turner's excellent book will give you a 

lot of.......... information on the subject. 
 
A) dangerous B) useless  C) unnecessaıy 
D) valuable E) limited 

 
  

2- Peter thought it wasn't warm .......... to go  
swimming. 
 
A) for       B) enough     C) too         D) still          E) just 

 
 

3- A washing machine costs ..... the same as a 
television set. 
 
A) approximately      B) perfectly C) suddenly                    
D) unexpectedly       E) extremely 

 
 

4- I have such a lot of work to do that it is 
............... to try to finish it today. 
 
A) useless               B) sensitive  C) eager                           
D) exaggerated       E) illegal 

 
5- They looked as if they were climbing fast........ to 

reach the top before dark. 
 
A) owing                 B) already C) quite                            
D) enough               E) nearly 

 
6- The weather was so cold ............ . 
 

A) since I came to live in this town 
B) when the wind blows hard 
C) because it has been snowing heavily 
D) that I decided not to walk to school  
E) until the spring comes 

 
7- The tourists were ............... by the poverty  

they observed in some African countries. 
 
A) upset B) damaged C) contented                  
D) involved E) included 

 
8- Determined to get into shape for the coming 

swimming season, Clara exercises ............... 
every morning. 
 
A) clumsily      B) reluctantly C) vigorously                  
D) mournfully     E) tolerantly 

 
9- Why don't you stay in bed and rest until you 

feel...............? 
 

A) better  B) good          C) bad                             
D) worse  E) best 

 
10- Measles is not............... a children's disease. 

 
A) seriously B) occasionally C) nearly 
D) reluctantly E) exclusively 

 
 
 

11- There is nothing .................... being interrup- 
ed all the time. 
 
A) annoying enough B) as annoyed as 
C) so annoying that D) more annoying than  
E) the most annoying 

 
12- The better I get to know him .......... . 

 
A) the more the outcome had seemed 

unpredictable 
B) I'm afraid I really can't stand him 
C)I realized to what extent they had been involved. 
D) the less I like him 
E) the more reliable were the data 

 
13- My ............... sport is tennis. What is yours? 

 
A) wonderful  B) favourite         C) fine  
D) miserable  E) enormous 

 
14- The use of food additives has grown .......... in 

recent years; in fact, it has increased tenfold 
in the last three decades. 

 
A) deliberately B) closely     C) rapidly                   
D) precisely  E) considerately 

 
15-  The diagram shows it is .............. in summer  

than in winter in the northern hemisphere. 
 
A) so hot  B) hottest            C) hot                            
D) the hottest E) hotter 

 
16-  In some parts of the world they are ......... 

short of food .......... people are dying of hunger. 
 
A) too/that    B) more/than      C) as/as                       
D) so/that       E) that/if 

 
17- Jane has lost the gold brooch her mother gave 

her ............... a wedding present. 
 
A) as B) such as C) despite                       
D) like E) rather 

 
18- He performed ............... the audience applauded  

him for ten minutes. 
 
AJ more skilful than    B) as skilful as  
C) so skillfully that       D) skilful enough  
E) the most skilful 

 
19- I can't tell you the exact amount, but I can 

give you a ............... estimate. 
 
A) smooth   B) rough   C) cruel   D) tidy   E) similar 

 
20-  Hong Kong is one of the most ..........  

populated areas in the world. 
 
A) consequently B) wastefully C) perfectly                     
D) completely  E) densely 
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21-  Soil is ............... being eroded by the action  
of running water and wind. 
 
A) constantly            B) suitably     C) bitterly  
D) exactly            E) urgently 

 
22-  The earthquake caused ......... damage but not  

as much as expected. 
 
A) competent B) sensible       C) rapid                           
D) faithful  E) considerable 

 
23- Unless you take your medicine ......... that  

cough of yours will never go. 
 
A) decisively B) regularly        C) reluctantly                
D) specially    E) elaborately 

 
24- A lot of the pictures were really very good, 

but Mary's was certainly .......... of all. 
 
A) well      B) better C) as good                      
D) as well      E) the best 

 
25- I don't think Prank is old ...... to stay at home  

alone. 
 
A) so      B) too    C) enough     D) even   E) rather 

 
26- You've kept us waiting here for two hours. 

Next time make sure you are …….. . 
 
A) suitable    B) influential        C) punctual                    
D) variable    E) detailed 

 
27- This report seems interesting in parts, but 

the last section is ........ unrealistic. 
 
A) completely      B) sensibly     C) consequently            
D) nervously       E) reliably 

 
28- Since he was too lazy to read the novel.......... he 

has misunderstood the motives of the main 
character. 
 
A) generously     B) unusually      C) properly                     
D) lively       E) inevitably 

 
29- Do you think we can trust him to find a ......... 

place for us to stay in London? 
 
A) thorough        B) considerate    C) sufficient                   
D) suitable             E) steady 

 

30- The view from this window is one of ......... 
I have ever seen. 
 
A) the finest         B) finest        C) the finer                     
D) finer                   E) fine 

 
31- Parents who understand child behaviour are 

more ......... about their ability to handle  
difficult situations.  
 
A) familiar    B) watchful        C) confident                    
D) virtuous        E) forgiving 

 
32-  Foods that were ........ seasonal may now be  

found throughout the year. 
 
A) properly B) satisfactorily     C) previously                  
D) rapidly E) seriously 

 
33- I can't imagine how anyone .... clever as he  

is could make ...... a terrible mistake. 
 
A) even/rather   B) so/as     C) enough/as well        
D) quite/just      E) as/such 

 
34- Although he is an engineer, he is as ...... as 

any carpenter at making kitchen furniture.  
 
A) forceful       B) genuine        C) skilful                       
D) extravagant   E) current 

 
35- The chief of police finally agreed to 

release news of the accident, but he did 
so ........ . 

 
A) regularly      B) extremely     C) terribly                       
D) reasonably    E) reluctantly 

 
36- His lecture was attended by ........ people .......  

the hall was completely full. 
 
A) so much/as B) so many/that 
C) as many/as              D) more/than 
E) many /just as 
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ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS 
/ TEST 2 (36 ADET SORU) 
CEVAP ANAHTARI 
www.yesdil.com       

1. D 2. B 3. A 4. A 5. D 6. D 7. A 8. C 9. A  10. E 

11. D 12. D 13. B  14. C 15. E 16. D  17. A 18. C  19. B  20. E 

21. A 22. E 23. B  24. E 25. C 26. C  27. A 28. C 29. D  30. A 

31. C 32. C 33. E  34. C 35. E 36. B  
 
 


